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worry. After a couple of years you will prove it yourself.' I
left his office astonished and still sceptical. But he was right in
this prophesy. Secretly he may well have reasoned in the same
optimistic way about distant goals in reflexology.
Nevertheless, there he was with a future decided in general
terms and the first thing he had to do was to improve his surgery,
taking advantage of what one knew about asepsis and antiseptics
after the discoveries of Pasteur, Koch and Lord Lister. The
reflex work began with a 'Note on the knee jerk' in I891 when
Sherrington had been made Professor-Superintendent of the
Brown Institute, a small Veterinary Charity with a laboratory
attached. For some time he still kept one leg in the camp of
bacteriology and with a young colleague (later, Sir) Armand
Ruffer, started inoculating a horse with gradually increasing
doses of a diphtheria culture. This was at a time when physicians
in England were still sceptical ofvon Behring's work and that of
the Institut Pasteur on diphtheria antitoxin. The story has
often been told in print of how Sherrington saved the life of a
nephew, a boy of eight, by going out to Lewes, where the
family lived, and injecting him with his and Ruffer's antitoxin.
This took place on a Sunday morning and the doctor in charge
had already given up hope lor the patient's recovery. Early in
the afternoon the boy was clearly better and thence progress was
uninter-rupted. On Tuesday Sherrington returned to London,
sought out Ruffer whose reaction was to go and tell Lord Lister .
immediately; so they went along but found the butler unwilling
to let them in because his master had some Continental surgeons
to dinner. The message they sent him back with proved to be a
magic formula. Lord Lister asked the two young men in loungesuits to join the formal dinner and they became the heroes of the
evening. Thus ended the incident, as Sherrington told it to me,
but in his written version in Marginalia the episode received a
closing comment on Lord Lister: 'L1nlike as he and Pasteur were
in some ways, they both had as part of their inspiration an
unshakeable confidence in the immense future before medicine.'
Sherrington's orvn optimism had a similar basis.
St Thomas's offered the attraction of being Sherrington's
first medical school where he went for some training in clinical
medicine before he entered Cambridge University. It was the
building we still know, opened by Queen Victoria in 1820, and
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In the course of those labours several individual

problems
prominence, became formulated, and were solved.
Others still remain with us very much in the shape he left them,
or slightly clarified; his concepts also remain with us, in a
different way as approaches to new problems, or as semiautomatic iabits ofthought. In about ten years Sherrington had
advanced far enough to eanr the intemational reputad;n which
in tgos gained him the invitation to delivei the Silliman
Lectures at Yale University ( tso+), published as The Integratiue
Artion oJ lhe Neruous System ( l906), the famous classic cJntain_
ing the.essence of the new approach to the nervous system and a
scholarly appreciation of contemporar-y work. The task gave
him some anxiety. To Harvey Cushing he wrore in Febiuary
t904,: 'Mais il faut de I'audace, et encori de l,audace et toujor.'s
de l'audace!' Perhaps he had his misgivings about the stud'ents.
According to John Fulton the large audience had dwindled to
fourpeople at the last lecture, but he was personally very popular
at Yale and the book made up for everything. The yale view
of it,.-as,stated by the well-known physiJlogist,
professor
Russell H. Chittenden, chairman of the Sillimln Committee
(t9o3-1922) was: 'sherrington's book embodying these lec_
tures, brought more credit to the university tltan any ofthe other
books.of the series' (letter to John Fulton, March io, tggj). It
is still maintained on the list of publications from the yale
Ujiversity Press and was also reprinted in England in 194,7.at
the time of the Intemational Congress of physi6logy at Oxford.
In prese-nting Sherrington's work I shall tike a iJw examples
-from
his fundamental experiments, explain his concepts, -and
show how_ they Ied to fresh problems-, many of which have
subsequently been solved in other laboratorics. These lincs of
development will be followed up to the present. This mode of
presentation will place chronology a little in abeyance-no more
than is done in modem noveli- and for the iame purposebecause the timeless component of Sherrington,s achleviments
is in the centre ol interest here. Certainly in his old age
Sherrington himself did not think the biographical element oia
scientist's Iife significant enough to be wortli recording, except
in outlines in an otituary. He held it to be uneventful an"d lacking
in general appeal, compared with the lives of, say, statesmei
and soldiers. Sherrington, like many other intellictuals, may
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have had secret dreams of a life of action, especially when
attacked by acnidie (acedia), the 'rrulancholiae species quac
Monochorum prolria est' and which comes 'e nimia lectione' and
produces 'taedium cordis' and 'languor spiriti' (Ducange).
Rumour has it that once in the company offriends, when everybody stated what they would have preferred to be, Sherrington
said; 'An admiral.' Would this have been to him an eventful
life worth recording I I can remember Sherrington praising
Virginia Woolf's two masterpieces, The Waoes and, To the
Lighthouse, both extreme specimens of life without will and
action, and so, perhaps, one looks in vain for consistent patterns
within the 'subliminal fringes' of emotions that surround
scientific activity.
There is some evidence that Shenington himself thought the
results on reciprocal innervation the most important he ever
obtained. These are often misrepresented to signify that whenever flexor muscles contract, extensor muscles must relax, and
vice versa. The principle of reciprocal innervation means in the
first instance merely that such a mechanism exists; it had, in
fact, been observed before Sherrington made something out of
it by systematic analysis. Then secondly under rvhat conditions
the mechanism is operative and to what extent it can be overridden by central control (even commonsense tells us that we
can maintain flexors and extensors simultaneously activated),
and whether it is symmetrical with respect to flexors and extensors. Technically this work culminated in Sherrington's demonstration of reciprocal innervation of antagonistic eye muscles.
This was perhaps the time when he went to 'Dew' (A. G.
Dew-Smith), a wealthy amateur scientist, founder of the
Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co., pupil and friend of
Foster-'always dressed in a velvet jacket' (Sherrington)who took pleasure in making instruments for the young physiologists, and asked whether he could provide him with some
light levers of aluminium for recording the movements of these
tiny muscles. 'Have you ever thought of a straw?' said DewSmith. Those were happy days! Now he would have had to ask
for a grant to buy a valve with a movable anode and start
building a circuit of expensive parts for recording those same
contractions greatly amplified for the screen of a cathode ray
tube.
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The myographs in those days were isotonic, meaning that
shortening of the muscle in contraction was allowed to take
place. The movement was transferred to a lever writing on a
rotating drum, lightly sooted. When the muscle shortens in
contraction or lengthens in relaxation change of tone or, more
correctly, tension is negligible, hence zso-tonic. If shortening is
pl'evented, tension rises. Recording is called isometric (constant
length). This is the more satisfactory technique of the two, and
after the First World War it was the one used exclusively in
Sherrington's laboratory.
Inhibition had to be measured by relaxation, but this presupposed that the motor cells initially were in a state of excitation, and so, for precise work, a preparation was necessary in
which either of the two antagonistic muscles was contracted
from the beginning while the other one was made to contract
by tetanic (repetitive) stimulation. Sherrington's great opportunity for devel.oping in parallel the two problems of inhibition

and reciprocal innervation came when he re-discovered the
decerebrate preparation and quickly realized how it could be
used. This was in 1896, just after he had taken over the Holt
chair of Physiology at Liverpool ( 1895 ) ; his predecessor there,
Francis Gotch, having beaten him in competing for the succession at Oxford.
The full report on decerebrate rigidity came in 1898. Under
deep chloroform anaesthesia the cartotid arteries were tied,
the vertebral circulation manually compressed behind the neck,
the brain stem sectioned (between the cor?ora quadrigernina)
and the brain in front of it removed. There ensued a curious
state of extensor rigidity and, of course, profound unconsciousness. Sherrington used to refer to this state as 'exaggerated
standing' but his technical term remained 'decerebrate rigidity'.
It is seen in mammals including man (on rare occasions born in
this condition). Sherrington's favourite preparation for reflex
work thereafter became the decerebrate cat, unconscious and
with extensor muscles stiffened in permanent contraction, useful
as a reflex arimal for hours after the effects of anaesthesia hacl
wom off (Fig. +).
Sherrington wrote at the time (1398): 'The condition is one
possessing considerable physiological interest, but I have not
succeeded in finding arry description of it prior to the above
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is no exaggeration to state that if Sherrington had done
nothing except introduce decerebrate rigidity for the detailed
analysis of inhibition, he would be remembered for having
created and made use of an approach that ultimately paved the
way for an understanding of how neurones are actively silenced.
With inhibition, as with excitation-which are two fundamental modes of action of nerve cells-there are always two
different primary questions: (t) what can we learn about the
process itself, its physico-chemical nature, and (e) the integrative point of view, how is the process made use of in a
specific context, for instance, in an organized pattern of
behaviour ? The latter question often touches teleology and so
runs the risk of becoming an anthropomorphic analysis of
'purpose', as in the o1d discussion of the Spinal Cord Soul.
Most physiologists shirk thinking in terms of'purpose' but
there is some truth in what von Briicke (the elder) said, that
teleology is like the kind of woman people do not want to be
seen with in the street, yet are prepared to tender their love to
in secret.
In The Integratfue .Action of the Nerauus Slslerz Sherrington
stated sensibly that the whole idea of adaptation under natural
selection which has meant so much for morphology was on the
point of beginning to influence physiology. 'Pure reflexes are
admirably adapted to certain ends. They are reactions which
have long proved advantageous in the phylum . ' .' And he
concluded: 'The purpose of a reflex seems as legitimate and
urgent an object for natural inquiry as the purpose of the colouring of an insect or a blossom.' Nor did he hesitate to discuss at
some length the purpose of reciprocal innervation
At the present time teieology is stealthily creeping in by the
back-door. Engineers have started to look for physiological
models of man-made machines which employ servo-mechanisms
and are thus expiicitly designed with a definite purpose in
view, say, to run a motor at constant speed or to maintain a
constant temperature, not to mention James Watt's invention
of the fly-wheel for the steam engine. Therefore the cautious
rebels of today who want to experiment along such lines within
the framework of physiology are perfecdy safe and perhaps
even respected by their critical colleagues as long as they use
servo-terminology, just as Claude Bemard was safe in the last
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sooner is stimulation of the afferent nerve begun at F than it
elicits a flexor contraction concomitant with an extensor relaxation by inhibition. The afferent nerve is on the ipsilateral side
(same side as the responding muscle) and the reflex is known as
the ipsilateral flexion reflex. From the contralateral side it is
easier to obtain a crossed extensor reflex. When this side is
stimulated at E, the flexor is relaxed by inhibition' This reciprocal organization in the spinal cord apparently is accessible to
various ieflexes and central commands. An enumeration of t}te
different sites from which reciprocal eflects could be obtained
was given by Sherrington and H. E. Hering (son of Ewald

Hering) in 1897.
Inhibition as a leripheral process was well known at the time
from t}le famous observation by the brothers Weber (ta+5)
that the heart could be inhibited, even to a temporary standstill,
by stimulation of the vagus nerve. Biedermann (1888) had also
discovered that there was an inhibitory nerve to the claw muscle
ofthe crayfish. Such examples ofperipheral inhibition were mentioned in Thz Integratiue Action. lthas taken us half a century of
experimentation to come back to Sherrington's original models
and realize that fundamentally both central and peripheral
inhibitions are run on the same Pattem, as will be explained
later. At the end of the last century Biedermann's discovery sent
Sherrington on a chase for peripheral inhibition in the muscles
of mammals. He had to establish by experimentation that such a
mechanism did not exist in vertebrates. In them motor control is
organized by central inhibition alone.
the simplest scheme one can imagine for the reciprocal reflex,
illustrated in Fig. 5, is shown on the right in the same figure.
There is an afferent nerve from a sense organ. In the spinal cord
it sends one branch to form excitatory synapses on a flexor
ventral hom cell, another has inhibitory slrrapses on an extensor
cell. Each cell transmits the message to an efferent nerve that has
motor end-plates (which again are synapses) on a number of
muscle fibres. For a motor cell in the ventral horn y'/z.t the muscle
fibres (around a hundred ) which its terminal branches innervate
Sherrington (1995) introduced the term motoneurone. Its peripheral nerve-muscle portion is mostly referred to as a motlr
unit (Fig,6). This concept proved to be very useful, not least
in medicine, because it brought 'unitary' thinking in reflexology
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stimulation can they be brought to yield any other effect than
inhibition,' a daring statement in 1906. It practically amounts to
postulating inhibitory sJn.rapses and the word 'terminations' is
used merely because it avoids specifying whether the inhibitory
effect is at the ending or at the motoneurone side of the point of
contact. One more consequence was that if the velocities of
conduction of the incoming and outgoing volley of action
currents could be measured affoss a monosJmaptic path, then
synaptic delay could be estimated and thereafter one could
begin formulating ideas as to the mechanism of synaptic transmission itself. Vice versa also, if the minimal synaptic delay
across one synaptic interface in the spinal cord were known,
one could use this figure for the purpose of labeliing a given
transmitted event as monosynaptic.
One approach to these problems came from the study of the
knee jerk whose latent period was so brief that its reflex nature
was open to doubt. By showing the extensor knee jerk to be
inhibitable by flexor nerve stimulation in the manner just described, Sherrington (tsse) supplied crucial evidence for its
reflex nature. The late PauI Hofiinan (who had worked with
Sherrington just before the First World War) concluded at an
early stage (tgt9-22), from accurate measurements on man,
that the knee jerk was the mlnoslna/tic reflex whose existence
had to be postulated from Cajal's pictures, in which some
afferent fibres contacted ipsilateral motoneurones. At the time,
however, the conduction velocity of mammalian nerve was
unknown.
At about this time the vacuum tube entered physiology and
with it the possibility of amplifying small electrical events without distortion and delay. The cathode ray oscillograph was
introduced by Gasser and Erlanger in 1922. All earlier recording instruments, from the capillary electrometer of Lippmann
(1871) to the string galvanometer of Einthoven (tsot) had
been compromises which in different degree sacrificed speed of
recording to sensitivity, but here, at last, was a fast enough
recording instrument with its low sensitivity made negligible
by amplification. Gone were the elaborate calculations and
approximations which had been needed with an instrument even
as fast as the capillary electrometer, in order to derive the true
form of the action current from the photographed movements of
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this development would have been greatly delayed if he had
chosen to interpret his data in terms of a protoplasmic
continuum.
Returning again to the last century, one can show how another
line of purely integrative work dealing with reflex patterns
also led in the end to the formulation of definite synaptic
problems. This is worth emphasizing because today there is
quite a gap between the people interested in nervous transmission
and those trying to understand how the organism makes use of
transmitted messages and the properties of neural networks.
The integrative approach has attracted relatively few of
Sherrington's former disciples in this age, transmission at
s1mapses being in the centre of interest. But among his early
co-workers T. Graham Brown, Professor of Physiology at
Cardiff, contributed valuable papers on problems of this type'
(co-ordination of movement, stepping, reciprocal innervation ) ;
another, the late Rudolf Magnus, Professor of Pharmacology at
Utrecht, a German by birth, studied postural and righting
reflexes, elicited by natural stimuli, in particular from the
vestibular organs and the neck; in this he was also inspired by
Ewald's work on the labyrinth. Magnus brought this field to a
high level of perfection and his monograph Die Karperstellung
(tse+) remains a classic in reflexology. These problems are
bound to reappear on the stage.
Magnus had worked with Sherrington at Liverpool in l9o8:
he was there when he received the telegram that invited him to
the chair at Utrecht. Sherrington had met Ewald in Goltz's
laboratory at Strasbourg where he was second in command at
the time. Important studies on the spinal animal were performed
in Goltz's laboratory in the nineties and Sherrington visited
it several times.
The work described now was begun at Liverpool during
an era which in i,nany ways was the most productive in
Sherrington's scientific life; a great deal of experimental work
was on the programme, so much in fact, that Integratiae Action
supplied a necessary summary together with conclusive evidence that Sherrington's work during this eruptive period was
sustained by leading ideas. These emerge matured in the
Seluted Writings ( tss.s), which was thoughtfully compiled and
commented on by Deniry-Brown, who made an organized whole
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In the development of Sherrington's ideas on

interaction,

antagonism, excitation, and inhibition, there were three reflexes
which proved to be of greatest importance. These were the
ipsilateral flexor, the crossed extensor, and the stretch reflex, of
which the tendon jerk was one. At the time Sherrington himself,

student of behaviour t}tat he was, may well have been more
interested in the scratch reflex and the vadous reflex figures or
attitudes which tle decerebrate animal assumed in response to
different types of stimuli. These involved crossed reciprocal
patterns and the combined action of'long' and 'short' spinal
paths (Sherrington and Laslett); this was continued in
some admirable work by Magnus and described in l{drp erstellung But any appraisal of Sherrington from perspectives valid today
must throw the emphasis differently and start with the three
reflexes just mentioned. The reason for this is that they became
instrumental in advancing the theory while the scratch reflex,
for instance, as such the work of an experimental perfectionist
and complete in itself, has remained a beautiful thing on the
shelt too complex for the terms in which we tl.rink, struggling
as we still are with the development of first principles. Some day
it may be possible to go beyond description and devise methods
for simplifying problems of this more complex type. Those
scientists of the future will then find in Sl.renington's paper, the
anacrusis, as it were, for the new piece of music that they
expect to create. Insight has married experimental skill in
Sherrington's best papers and so they will always repay
reading.
Initially, Sherrington was surprised to find that such a large
number of limb nerves, which always contain a mixture of
inhibitory and excitatory afferents, monotonously elicited the
ipsilateral flexion reflex. Later he discovered several exceptions,
among them the reflex that he named the 'extensor thrust'
(tsss), neglected by analysts of today. But from the early
observations he drew the obvious conclusion that a limited
number of flexor motoneurones was accessible to a very large
number of afferent terminals which had arrived from different
peripheral nerves across interneurones. This, in synaptic terms,
is conztergenu towards a;final common fath, in this particular case
the motoneurone. Anatomical convergence is illustrated in
Fig. 8. With the improved staining methods of today one would
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and the convergence of terminals with synapses, either excitatory or inhibitory, as the basis for interaction, he was loath
at that stage to camy interpretation too far. In Integratiae
Action this part of his teaching is still given in very general
terms. Also, one knew too little about the nervous message from
sense organs to go further. But, as we shall see, there was a
great deal of latent power in the s]maptic approach that could be
released by slight technical improvements and some adva:rce
in the understanding of the afferent message. To begin with,

Sherrington pointed

out tlrat temporal summation was a

characteristic feature of trans-syraptic conduction suggesting the
existence ofal excitatory remainder after the first irnpulse. Thus

syraptic action was different from the a1l-or-nothing type of
response of peripheral nerve. Spatial summation would be a
consequence of convergence of excitatory paths from different
sources on to the common final path. An excitatory remainder

was indicated also by the so-called reflex after-discharge,
excitation continuing for a while after cessation of electrical
stimulation, which was seen with many types of reflexes.
For further conceptual developments based essentially on
muscle alone as indicator of the central states which Sherrington
wanted to study, the isotonic recording had its defects. Muscle is
a machine which in response to a given stimuh.rs such as the
efferent (outgoing) impulse or impulses produces active tension,
but t}re amount of tension it delivers depends upon its length,
increasing up to a point when the muscle is extended, decreasirig

again when the muscle is pulled out to greater lengths. In
order to avoid such variations, length is held constant (barring
some yielding in the tendon) and then the natural expression
of the amount of reflex activity is the isometrically recorded
tension in grams. Also, rise of tension precedes shortening and
therefore is a faster indicator of activity than the change in
length. The relation between efferent activity and isometric
tension of the muscle would depend upon the all-or-none law,
which in the first decades of this century was subjected to carefr:l
scrutiny by several workers and generally found to be accuraie
( Keith Lucas, Adrian, Forbes, Pratt, and Eisenberger). Provided that efferent excitation is constant, individual motor units
therefore always deliver the tension they are capable of producing under the defined circumstances.
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to be useful limiting conditions in analytical work; and for the
rest, when after the First World War Sherrington took to
isometric myography, with his thirty years of experience he
could steer a safe course between hidden rocks. We shall see how
the method was used to release some of the latent power of the
synaptic approach and set the stage for the next act. The results
were finally summarized n Refrer Actirity oJ the Spinal Cord
(

tssz) which Sherrington wrote together with his co-workers,

Stephen Creed, Derek Denny-Brown, J. C. Eccles, and E. G. T.
Liddell, who had a large share in the success of his endeavours.

By this time Adrian's major discoveries (from rczs onwards)
were common knowledge, and with them a change of scenery
gradually took place, but that is a later story.
Actually Sherrington's own yiews were fully deveioped by
1925 when he wrote a theoretical paper for the Proceedings of
the Royal Society, Remarks on Some Aspects oJ Ref.er Inhibition.
This began with excitation, and went on to discuss inhibition;
much of the experimental work that followed consisted in testing and developing views enunciated in that paper. I know that
Sherrington l.rimself was quite excited about the combination
of isometric myography with the all-or-none law, in which the
string galvanometer supplemented this knowledge with an overall picture of the action currents from the muscle. The latter
record is commonly called the electromyogram. It showed how
long the nervous discharge lasted and also the moment when
inhibition set in, being a little faster than the myogram.
The various consequences of synaptic conaergence (defined,
above ) as well as the temporal course ofreflexes became the most
important frontiers of attack. 'Over and over again in the
arra.ngement of the conducting paths of the nervous system
there are places where two or more such paths converge and run
to one. There two or more of the convergent paths when active
will interact' (Ferrier Lecture, 1929). Assume, for instance,
that each of four separate afferents or sensory nerves, A, B, C,
and D elicit maximal reflexes of the order of 1,5oo, 1,ooo, 8oo,
and ooo gram tension respectively. The sum of them is 3,9oo g.
while the muscle chosen, for instance soleus, an ankle extensor,
could only respond, w\th c,23o g. when tetanized maximally and
directly through its own motor nerve. Clearly therefore the
afferents A-D for this crossed extensor reflex had converged
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tension over a much longer time than either alone is capable of
maintaining any effect (Eccles and Granit, 1929).
Denny-Brown tells me that when Sherrington first noted such
striking effects in their experiments he was a little taken aback.
Next moming he appeared at the iaboratory witJr a first sketch
of tJreir paper ( tsza) containing the explanation in terms ofthe
concept of the sublitninal Jringe. This signifies that a central
mechanism, clearly dependent upon convergence, has raised the

A

N.to Rect6

l,,'
f"*'

lo

Fg.
Decerebrate cat ( deafferented ). Two muscles, rectus lenoris a\d
aastus nedialis (knee extensors ) are corulected to isometric myographs
and their nerves on the crossed side stimulated for the durations marked

below the graph. The muscles are made to display contractions on
different sides of the baseline. When the single crossed extensor reflexes
are elicited as controls, ztastus mcdialis responds to both stimuli seParately
by very small deflexions (dashes and dots), while rectus Jennrr's does not
respond at all. When both nerves are stimulated together the Iarge reflex
deflexions in both muscles (unbroken lines) are obtained, (Eccles and
Granit, J. Phlsiol., 1929, 67, 97)

state of excitability of a large number of fringe neurones in the
pool when excited by A, although not enough to make them discharge down their axons. The second stimulus adds enough
excitation to the same motoneurones to throw their discharging
mechanism into operation. This is so because the efiitator! state
is not an all-or-none afair but is gradtd subliminalll. These concepts and the experiments around subliminal euitation contain
the most important development of the problems of excitation
that the isometric myographic technique was responsiblefor. Sub-
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have to maintain the excitatory state, in the latter case a
relatively brief process in the motoneurone would have to be
re-elicited by activity delayed elsewhere. Alexander Forbes
(rczz), one of Sherrington's disciples, had indeed suggested
the existence of delay paths to account for after-discharge, but in
Sherrington's judgement after-discharge was 'too prolonged to
be . . . explicable by this datum only' (tsz5). At the time one
did not like to imagine that motoneurones differed from interneurones, but we shall see later what this probiem looks like today. Again syraptic thinkingpointed the way to precise questions.
Less fortunate in this respect was the conception of occlusion,
but it is of interest as a reminder of the shortcomings of the
isometric analysis of reflex movement. The basic experimental
fact behind it is that if, for instance, afferents A and B, maximally
stimulated, had elicited reflexes of t,5oo and l,ooo g. respectively,
the result of throwing them in simultaneously might be only
1,5oo g. or as much as A had given alone. Occlusion as a concept
is perfectly clear inasmuch as it states that if A and B overlap by
convergence, the full effect of B can be occluded by the full
effect ofA already having mobilized the very same motoneurones
with B-projections (plus others into the bargain). But what does
this mean ? Is it rnerely that the muscle fibres were incapable of
yielding more tension than they already gave in response to
motoneurone discharges set up by the A-afferents alone, or is
the limiting factor in the motoneurones (ventral hom cells)
themselves I Do both factors contribute I Or is there possibly
concealed inhibition which becomes dominant when A and B are
thrown in together i It has been argued all along that the
essence of slnaptic thinking consisted in the lead it gave to
unitary anlaysis of nerve cells, for which the concepts of
Sherrington proved to be the correct frame of reference because
they were directiy transferable onto subsequent experiments.
Occlusion, alone among them, has not been transferable in this
way. Most of the occlusions measured were doubtless caused by
saturation at the muscular end of the motor unit. Therefore the
concept came to indicate the limit of usefulness of isometric
myography rather than any precise central event which, of
course, need not mean that one central event could not occlude
another in various ways.
Temporal summation, spatial summation and aJter-discharge,
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to *re number of

concepts connected with excitation. This
implies that under prolonged afferent stimulation reflex tension
rises gradually and not in the more explosive d'emblde fashion

of nociceptive ipsilateral flexion. Isometric myography was
acrurate enough to support the conclusion that the crossed
extensor reflex increased in strength by recruiting fresh
neurones from the subliminal fringe (Liddell and Sherrington,
1925). The term recruitment has since been inadequately used
by others for any slowly rising state of excitation but its precise
meaning should be guarded, respected and preserved. From the
beginning this term was couched in the language of unicellular
analysis and hence was directly transferable when experimen-

tation with individual motoneurones began. Stimulation of
bared afferents is always a compromise, of course, and in this
particular case it was rightly held that the recruiting crossed
extensor worked itself up to maximum performance under
greater rivalry from simultaneously activated inhibitory
afferents than did the ipsilateral flexor or, for that matter, the
extensor thrust which is also ipsilateral. In this particular case
inhibition from the tension receptors in the contiacting muscle
itself (see below ) was responsible for a large proporti;n of the
inhibitory effect. Recruitment versus d'emblde myographic
opening of reflexes combined with electromyography posed the
question of to what extent the increased activity in the electromyogram during reflex activity was due to an increase in the
number or in the freqtunclt of discharges from motoneurones, a

problem that in 1929 Adrian and Bronk at Cambridge and
Denny-Brown at Oxford solved by actually recording from
individual motoneurones (see Chapter E).
Essentially the concept of recruitment is a development of
Sherrington's fundamental principle of reflex action, which
maintains that excitability is graded among the individual
neurones of a pool. Sherrington himself did not call this fact a
principle-a term he reserved for reciprocal innervation-but
everything that has happened since in the study of the central
nervous system justifies the elevation of the discovery of such
subliminal grades of excitation to the high rank of a principle.
The subliminal fringe, as defined above, is t}le recruiting ground
for discharge in action. Like the nine-tenths of an icebeig belora'
the surface it is there to determine events. The central nervous
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mainly with integrative problems ; how excitation and inhibition
co-operated reciprocally in the acts of standing and stepping.
In the nature of things many experiments were carried out with

intact limbs in which shortening and lengthening of muscles
takes place, and so observations of a different type were made
which must not be forgotten in the total account of his achievements. The early work was of particular interest for clinical
neurology. In this presentation the story will be unfolded backwards in order to facilitate understanding.
Fig. rz shows Liddell and Sherrington's result. The limb of
the decerebrate preparation is firmly fixed to a stand on a falling
table, the quadriceps muscle (knee extensor) is isolated and its
free end attached to the isometric torsion wire myograph.
T traces the curve of the released falling table. The muscle
responds with tension curve M. After the experiment it is
paralysed by denervation and now only delivers passive tension
P, in response to stretch, and the difference between P and M
shows how much of curve M had been active tension caused by
the stretch reflex. This reflex would have gone on, diminishing
but slowly, had not inhibition been evoked between z and z'
which completely knocked out every trace of active tension to
leave only the passive effect (P) of stretch on the paralysed
muscle.

If in the flexion reflex and the crossed extensor Sherrington
had encountered reflexes with wide receptive fields and wide
incidence on an assembly ofmotoneurones belonging to different
muscles, then here was a highly autogenetic reflex in that it
arose in stretch receptors of one particular muscle acting upon
itself with some facilitation of s5mergists. 'When stretch was
rapid, an initial phasic response could be clearly distinguished
from a reflex contraction maintained at a lower level of tension.
This was particularly prominent in good decerebrate preparations, but absent in spinal ones in which something of the phasic
component might still remain.
This, then, was for Sherrington the basic reflex in standing,
the one counteracting gravity (stretching extensors) and preventing the animal from falling. It provided the clue to an
analysis of decerebrate rigidity, 'exaggerated standing' as
Sherrington had called it, and with it, by and by, many pieces of
a large puzzle began to fall into their right places-some of
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shown in his first paper I He never ceased to emphasize that
decerebrate rigidity required intact afferent supply, The
unsolved question of why the decerebrate preparation responded
with greatly exaggerated stretch reflexes in the absence of
muscle stretch, as when iying on its side, will for the moment
be left with Sherrington's statement (1992) that decerebrate
rigidity is not a pure, uncomplicated Jacksonian release of
standing. A new set of ideas and recording from single units
were required for further advance (see Chapter ? ).
Going back now to Sherrington's early work on tone or
'reflex posture', as he preferred to call it even when he did not
hesitate to speak about the tonic and phasic components ofthe
stretch reflex (t9o6, 1925), one of the most important disclosures was the demonstration of inhibitory endings in the
rigid muscles of the decerebrate preparation. When the limb
was forcibly bent, tension first rose in the extensors under the
pull exercised on them and this is the stretch reflex illustrated
in Fig. tz. On further pull from continued bending of the
limb, the tension suddenly gave way in a 'clasp-knife; fashion
owing to stimulation of inhibitory tension receptors capable, in
the end, of overcoming the effects from the excitatory organs
responsible for the stretch reflex. The limb stayed in the new
position and very slowly returned to the original state of rigid
extension. For this reason the inhibitory response was c"lled
the 'lengthening reaction', the term implying that the limb
had to remain for a while in the new position and not merely
reveal the clasp-knife interruption of active tensile stress. As a
corollary to this mode of behaviour, the stiff extensors of the
intact limb remained shortened for a while if the leg was forcibty
extended, so as to make the two ends of the extensor muscles
approach each other, Sherrington's 'shortening reaction'. These
two reactions, Sherrington said ( tsts) 'imbue the tonus of the
muscle with plasticity'. It is clear from his cornparisons with
smooth muscle ( 1908 ) that by 'plasticity' he meant the property
of the extensors to maintain practically the same tone (tension)
in spite of great variations of length. Since the muscle-machine
under constant etrerent stimulation produces active tension proportional to its length over a considerable range, some automatic adjustment of reflex output must take place if the muscle
is to preserve its tension independently of length.
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tinguished between stretch receptors in series and in parallel
with the muscle fibres. The former would register tension in
both stretch and contraction, the latter would be unloaded in
contraction and hence cease to deliver information. They pointed
out that tendon organs are connected 'in series', muscle spindles
'in parallel'. Sherrington, however, was worried about the motor
fibres to the muscle spindies'own so-called intrafusal muscles.
What was their r6le ? No further advance in understanding was
possible without actually recording from afferent fibres belonging to the two fundamental types ofend-organs (see Chapter 5 ).
Sherrington ended his Linacre Lecture thus:
Muscular receptivity ofers a wide field, and our view of it has perforce been but a glimpse. That glimpse, however, may have served
to show that through their own nervous arcs the muscles have a voice
in their own management and co-ordination, and that they are, moreover, not motor machines only but sense organs as well. Only by fuller
study of them in these aspects can we know how best to use them.

The stretch reflex has contributed a major share to the
theoretical study of inhibition but, as so much of the modern
interpretation comes from understanding not reached until 4fter
Sherrington's time, this work is better taken up in Chapter ?.
Nevertheless it is clear that the monosfiaptic nature of this
reflex, its high afferent conduction velocity also implying a 1ow
threshold to electrical stimuli, and the ease with which different
natural stimuli ( tendon taps, slow extension, contraction)
could be used for comparisons with artificial ones, made it the
natural choice for those looking for tools useful in the study of
s5maptic problems, as different from the integrative type of
physiology chiefly pursued by Sherrington but pursued in a
manner that focused light on the slrraptic events. Sherrington's
own theoretical formulations concerning the latter came to
depend very much on experimental tests carried out with the
ipsilateral flexor and the crossed extensor. From them, mainly,
he worked out the concepts ofthe central excitatory state (c.e.s. )
and the central inhibitory state (c.i.s.). We have already met
the graded, long-lasting rise of excitability that was seen after a
conditioning afferent stimulus and which served as the basis for
summation of excitation as tested by a second stimulus. This is
the central excitatory state, and a co rer-stone in Sherrington's
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prepat'ation is an algebraic summation of the effects obtainable
from the two nerves singly, as v. Cyon has maintained for the
heart' (uagus versus accelerans stimulation). The inhibitoryexcitatory interplay presupposes interaction at a common sit-e.
'As to the common locus of operation, the point of collision of
the antagonistic influences, it seems permissible to suppose
either that.it lies at a s;mapse, in which case the opposedinflu_
ences may be. thought of as altering oppositely the permeability
of the sl,naptic membrane, or thatlt lies in tlie subitance of thl
'cent-ral' portion of a neurone, probably of the motoneurone

itself. . .' (1eo8).
Sherrington was always reluctant to commit himself to
definite views on the actual mechanisms of excitation and

inhibition, whether 'neutralization' of one bv the other (a term
in t925) was chemical or electrical, ihough he toLk not"
of advance elsewhere and freely discussed possible alternatives.
His own final views are best expressed iir the Nobel Lecture
( tsse ) where he said: 'It is commonly held that nerve-excitation
consists essentially in the local depolarization of a polarized
membrane on the surface of the neurone. As to .,centril excita_
tion", it is diliicult to suppose such depolarization of the cellsurface can be graded any more than can that of the fibre. But its
antec€dent-step (facilitation) might be graded, e.g. sublimirral.
Local depolarizations having occuned thi aifferenie ofpotential
thus arisen gives a crrrrent *hich disrrpts the adjacent polarization membrane, and so the "excitation;' travels. As to inhibition
the suggestion is made that it consists in the temporary stabilization of the surface-membrane which excitation would break
down. As tested against a standard excitation the inhibitorv
stabilization is found to present various degrees of stability. The
inhibitory stabilization of the membrane ,iight b" picturJd as a
heightening of the "resting" polarization, so-mewhai on the lines
of an electrotonus. Unlike the excitation-depolarization it would
not travel; and, in fact the inhibitory state does not travel.,
(The reference to excitation travelling and inhibition being
stationary simply means that excitatory depolarization of th-e
n€urone- at the threshold generates an impulse or action poten_
tial which tavels outwards into its aion, while inhibition
consists in the prevention by an opposite process of the depolarization increasing until it generates an impulse.
)
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additions or subtractions of gram tension or mm. contractjon.
Since excitation from work on peripheral nerve had come to
mean membrane depolarization, it also seemed natural to think
of inhibition as some kind of opposite repolarizing process
stabilizing the membrane.
Sherrington's intuition proved sor.uld (see later) and s5maptic
thinking triumphant when motoneurones came to be studied
individually by various techniques. How good was his evidence
when he so definitely located inhibition to specific slmapses ?
Could he ever defend himself experimentally against a totally
different line of argument, originating with Keith Lucas ( t s t z ) ,
and making inhibition consequent upon previous excitation ?
Lucas' main idea was that, since, with the peripheral nervemuscle preparation, excitation left a briefperiod of refractoriness
and fast repetitive stimulation blocked the muscle contraction,
the so-called Wedensky inhibition, why invent something else
for central inhibition ?
The main reason was because Sherrington had originally
( tsoo) started out from the perfectly genuine inhibitions of the
vagus nerve on the heart and that of the Astams claw (see p.
56) which provided analogiesjust as good as those pointed out
by Lucas. In conversation Sherrington once emphasized that
when he took up experimentation, Ewald Hering's ideas about
two fundamental opposite processes, anabolism and katabolism,
piayed a great r6le at Cambridge. One was therefore on the
look-out for opposite processes in cellular activity. In Integraiioe
Actioi he had mentioned this: 'Hering, Gaskell, Verwom, arrd
others have taught us to attach important external functions to
the assimilatory (anabolic) phase. The first mentioned has
dealt with the visual sensations in assimilation-dissimilation
pairs. Black-white sensation is thus traced to a pair of reactions
affecting the trophism of the cell in exactly opposite directions.
Gaskell relates vagus inhibition of the heart to the throwing of
the cardiac muscle-cell into a phase predominant\ anabolic. . . .'
Integratiae Action contarl,s terms borrowed from Hering's
work (spinal induction) and comparisons between reflex and
visual events are quite common. Sherrington had also met
Hering and greatly respected him. Henry Head had worked
for two years (1884,-86) in Hering's laboratory in Prague.
Historically Sherrington's attitude to these problems was a
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